It is expected that all the nodes try their best to store and forward the messages in the intermittent connection network. However, due to the limited resources, such as memory, power, and transient communication chance, selfish nodes may relay the messages without responsibility. Stimulating selfish to behave normally could improve network performance. However, usually, it is difficult to distinguish the selfish behavior from the inability to relaying the message. By monitoring the behavior of relay nodes that messages are forwarding through, this article proposes a scheme that relays messages according to the reputation of intermediate nodes. The proposed reputation estimation scheme combines selfish behavior and inability behavior, and reveals very little private information for the protocol practice. There is a tradeoff between the threshold and the performance. Too low value may not distinguish the selfish nodes. On the contrary, some normal nodes may excluded and cannot join the relaying and processing. Simulation effectively demonstrates that the reputation affects the node's performance, and an appropriate reputation threshold value is useful for improving the network performance.
Introduction
The nodes store, carry, and forward a message in an intermediate tolerant network, by assuming that every node would like to cooperate, wait for opportunities, and try their best to deliver each message. However, selfish nodes existing in the networks or nodes that are constrained with memory, bandwidth, and calculation ability are likely to easily violate this hypothesis.
The selfish behavior of node, such as keeping itself the message when the memory becomes full 1 or first relaying itself the message when a connection ''opportunity'' arises, 2 will result in a lower delivery probability, 3 a higher overhead, and the overall performance decrease. 4, 5 This would be more serious when the majority of nodes are selfish.
The barter-based schemes 5 aim at stimulating nodes to cooperate by exchanging messages. 6 Virtual currency is introduced in the credit-based system 7, 8 and pricing game. 9 Cooperating nodes will be paid according to their service 10 of processing and relaying the messages of other nodes. 11 Selfish nodes that easily deny relaying messages would gradually cooperate. 12, 13 Blackhole will decrease the network performance, which can be viewed as a kind of network attack and may be caused by the nodes that drop the message with the intention. 14 The node load was considered in selecting the communication mode of nodes; however, the residual energy of the node was not considered. Thus, it may not reflect the real load that the node can be processed. 15 Interactions among nodes communication 14, 16 are used to evaluate and select the one that passes the threshold. Moreover, the more the personal information obtained, such as the mobile model, encounter frequency, and connection time, the more accurate the evaluations would be. 17, 18 Furthermore, machine learning has been widely used in parameter decision; [19] [20] [21] in such methods, generally, a few key factors are chosen to design the message relaying and processing. 22 By analyzing the relation between the throughput and the packet dropping probability of the wireless channel, a jointing adaptive modulation was designed to improve the throughput with guaranteed low and tolerable packet dropped probability. 23 By observing and evaluating the interaction pattern of nodes in network, reputation-based strategies identify which node is the selfish one. A node can adopt a different strategy by checking others reputation values when they meet each other.
Moreover, usually it is difficult to distinguish the behavior of node. For example, some nodes are honest but not competent to the task of relaying message due to lack of memory, unable to move, due to short communication range, and so on. Some nodes are selfish that pay no heed to carry on relaying nodes.
Furthermore, the relay node should reveal private information as little as possible, such as the history and location information, and require low computation ability and a small amount of memory space in order to be widely used. Therefore, how to make correct calculation of node reputation has become a challenging issue in delay tolerant networks (DTN).
Conceptually, the selfish and uncompetitive behavior should be considered in node reputation for candidate selection. However, there are a lot of issues involved in reputation calculation, often the calculation of most appropriate value has to reveal various types of personal information, such as data delivery rates, memory, delay, and bandwidth consumption, and they influence each other and require high computation ability.
In order to evaluate the reputation without revealing the node's private information as little as possible, this article proposed a novel scheme. It treated the evaluation of selfish behaviors same as the uncompetitive activities. Dropping messages will eventually result in performance deterioration, even if the behavior that dropping messages are caused by insufficient.
In other words, selfish or uncompetitive behavior will result in failure of relaying message. That is, such nodes are low in reputation to task the forwarding message. Thus, fixed criteria can be used, and thus the calculation is simplified. For the protocol practice, we calculate the reputation using the successful relayed message information, which indicates all the factors affecting successful relaying message. Thus, by monitoring the results of relaying message, we can reflect their behavior in a simple way.
The reputation estimation
In the network routing, some nodes will refuse to take the duty of relaying messages due to its inadequate resources-such nodes are called selfish nodes. Usually, a reputation value is used to evaluate and mark the selfishness of the nodes. Node's reputation represents how selfish a node is. The routing algorithm should not select the node with a low reputation as a relay node.
That is, the selfishness should reflect the node with a low reputation and should be avoided to be selected as relay node or may have little impact on the routing performance.
However, for practice, it is difficult to identify the primary reason that the node did not relay the node. For example, a node that did not relay a message may not only due to selfishness but also due to low power, insufficient power, short communication range, and so on. Therefore, the reputation calculation should reflect these factors to some extent.
In this way, a reputation value is used to represent the ability and the reliability that a message would be successfully processed in an intermediate node. Thus, by selecting the node with a higher reputation value, the relaying behavior and processing ability of a node are reflected and integrated into the proposed scheme.
First, a candidate node is selected as a relay node when its reputation is beyond the threshold. Second, to achieve fairness, the reputation value of a candidate node is evaluated not only by the sending node but also by the other nodes with their records of the candidate's historic behavior.
The above steps include both the quantity that a node cooperates and the ratio of successful forwarding on reputation values. In order to obtain a good reputation value, nodes need to continuously relay the reliable forward message.
Furthermore, every node would like to require service from node with higher reputation, and to process messages for nodes with high reputation, consequently, reputation values of selfish node will gradually decrease. Eventually, a selfish node will be isolated when its reputation is below a predefined threshold. This stimulates all individuals to cooperate in forwarding in order to earn a higher reputation.
In order to deal with a selfish node, an effective node cooperation mechanism that promotes the cooperation of nodes is necessary. The classical protocols, such as epidemic algorithm, are kind of flooding-based protocols in DTN. It is assumed that nodes are fully cooperative. But, in fact, due to the restrictions of various network conditions, there are always some nodes that become selfish or unable to serve continuously. The performance of network will be seriously affected due to such selfish nodes.
On the purpose of effectively estimating the selfishness degree and possibility of cooperation of nodes in DTN, each candidate node is evaluated by recording its transmission and forwarding behavior.
As we mentioned in the previous section, a node j calculates reputation of a node i, R d ij , in equation (1). It consists of two parts: One part is directly calculated based on node j's record data, another is indirectly from other node's remark value. We use R d ij and R in ij to present the direct and indirect values, respectively. The parameter a is the weight 24
The directed reputation value is calculated in equation (2) . N s is the number of messages that node j sends to node i, and requires node i to relay. N f is the number of messages that node i relayed for node j
Equation (3) calculates the indirect reputation. It is the average value of the direct values scored by all the other nodes
The reputation-based forwarding scheme
All non-duplicated messages are forwarded to each other when they are in the communication range in epidemic-based protocol. This processing will not stop until the message eventually delivered to the destination nodes. Ideal, if the message has a long time-to-live value, and the memory of the node is sufficient, a flood-based protocol could obtain a shorter delay and a higher delivery ratio. However, usually, the memory and the time slot of encountering are very limited, and the flooding process wasted the bandwidth and deteriorated the performance of protocol. 25 Nowadays, everyone pays attention to secure their private information, revealing very little private information (such as the history and location information), and requires low computation ability, and a small amount of memory space is one of the most important factors for a protocol to be widely deployed. 26 In this article, we propose a reputation-based epidemic algorithm. Conceptually, the reputation should be considered to reflect the behavior of nodes and to effectively satisfy requirement on performance metric. However, there are a lot of issues involved in reputation calculation; often the calculation of most appropriate value has to reveal various types of personal information, such as data delivery rates, memory, delay, and bandwidth consumption, and they influence each other and require high computation ability. For the protocol practice, we calculate the reputation using the successful relayed message, which indicates all the factors that affect successful relaying message. The factors, such as low memory and short communication range, result in failure of relaying message to some extent. That is, candidate node is assessed by monitoring the relaying behavior and developing a reputation-based message forwarding mechanism.
When a node j meets node i without the message, node j calculates the reputation value R ij of node i. If R ij is beyond the threshold, the message will be sent to node i for relay. The nodes with good reputation are selected as candidate nodes for relay and priority service. In order to obtain routing service, the selfish nodes will have to be honest and good to relay messages so that they get a good reputation. This mechanism stimulates all individuals to cooperate in relay message.
At the beginning, since the contact between nodes is not frequent, the direct reputation may not effectively represent the overall reputation. When more and more nodes encounter others, the reputation value may indicate reality to some extent.
Simulation results

Performance metrics
Following metrics, the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator 27 was widely used in the delay tolerate network simulation to evaluate the performance of protocols:
1. Delivery probability is defined as the ratio between the number of received messages at the destination and the total number of generated messages from the source nodes. 2. Latency is used to evaluate the average time of message from generation to reception. 3. Overhead ratio is the number of delivered messages divided by the number of messages to be delivered. 4. Created represents the number of messages created excluding the duplicated message. 5. Dropped represents the number of messages dropped from nodes' buffers. 6. Hopcount is the hops through source to destination node.
Parameters used in simulation
The proposed scheme used some default parameters 27 in ONE simulator for simulation, as shown in Table 1 .
The event interval and increment in the number of nodes will increase the number of messages that needed to be delivered. A node with an appropriate buffer size would be helpful to buffer the messages and kept them in the process of the relay. If the buffer size is too small, it may result in the message dropping, especially when large size messages and more messages are generated in the dynamic networks. Hence, the value of the parameters considers and meets all the above-mentioned requirements. 25 
Speed factor
As shown in Figure 1 , mobility is one of the critical factors for increasing the network capacity and improving the coverage and connectivity. 26 When all the nodes move slowly at the beginning, the overall performance is almost the same. Because the nodes' mobility is low, consequently the searched areas are small and the probability of meeting the destination is low. Moreover, a high threshold means that more nodes will be excluded from relaying messages. When all the nodes move at a higher speed, the performance degradation caused by the inadequate number of nodes could make up to some extent. This is because denser nodes provide more redundancy for the message flooding. In a sparse node, the loss of a few partial qualified nodes can result in loss of coverage to significant portions of the network. At the same number of created, a higher reputation value results in a short hopcount to forward the message. This is because the candidate nodes selected with a higher reputation will try to forward the message. Numerical results indicated that when the reputation is low, the decrease in delay due to the increased number of nodes for relaying a message is modest. This is because the delay is dominated by the validity of potential paths formed by the nodes. for all reputation values. However, a high reputation value has a relatively good performance when a short interval is used to inject messages into the network. This showed that a higher reputation threshold is appropriate for handling the message forwarding if there is not a very high stress of message delivery.
Traffic load factor
When more and more messages are generated in the network, the intermediate nodes will drop some messages when their buffer is full. The result is that such invalid copies dropped at higher traffic load, which results in a decrease in overhead. However, the vibration of overhead is not obvious for different thresholds.
A higher reputation threshold is good for the performance of overhead, as shown in Figure 2 . A higher reputation threshold results in short hops between the source and the destination since there is not an irresponsible attitude toward the message forwarding.
Node density factor Figure 3 shows the performance with varying number of nodes from 24 to 72. For the given network setting with reference to 72 nodes, performance fluctuations are high. In a network with sufficient nodes, it is quite likely that one of the relay nodes to which the message has been relayed will find a node that has a valid short hop to the eventual destination, thereby increasing the possibility that the message will be successfully delivered and decreasing the latency, as shown in Figure 3 .
Conclusion
Due to the limited resources, such as memory, power, and transient communication chance, selfish nodes may relay the messages without responsibility. This article proposed a reputation-based scheme, which evaluates the node's reputation in its behavior of relaying message and node's ability to deliver message. By combining selfish behavior and inability behavior, the proposed reputation estimation method reveals very little private information. It is useful for the protocol to be widely accepted and applied in practice. Results showed that the proposed scheme is effective. The higher moving speed of nodes improves the encountering frequency so that the possibility of encountering the destination nodes is also improved. An appropriate reputation threshold value is useful to improve the network performance in different node load, speed, and density of nodes.
Conceptually, the reputation should be considered to entirely reflect the behavior of nodes. If all the information on the network can be collected, the information would be useful to exactly judge the behavior of the nodes. For example, if messages are dropped by a relay node and when the available space of the buffer of the node is enough, the dropping behavior may be unreasonable. If a node always delivers its message with high priority, then the nodes may be selfish. In other words, the more the delivery-related information obtained, the more the flexible strategy could be designed. In this article, we aim to design a protocol that collects little private information. Thus, in the future, the evaluation accurate of the results can be further improved by collecting more information.
In the future, a strategy may be applied that tries to utilize more public information, such as the mobile model, the average connection time, and the average speed, as well as to select the appropriate rule to punish and stimulate the nodes to satisfy the requirement on the performance metric. Collecting and calculating all the factors, such as data delivery rates, memory, delay, and bandwidth consumption, require high computation ability of the nodes. For the protocol practice, such protocols would be available with the developing of the hardware technique.
